Memorial Drive Traffic Stopped
By Baker Residents’ Snow Block
As Police Brave Student Barrage

Traffic on Memorial Drive was stopped for about fifteen minutes last Tuesday night when a group of students from Baker House built a barricade of snow across the highway. The obstruction was put up at 11:00 p.m., just a few minutes after the stoppage started.

A first attempt to block off the Drive failed when a Cambridge snow plow came up the street, but was held off by a sticking snow block. Then a second barricade was thrown up for approximately a quarter of an hour, at which time drivers of the ident in the middle of the Drive.

Police Arrive
About twenty minutes later, after the traffic had cleared up, the M.D.C. arrived via a lone patrol car. As soon as the lone car had stopped the car he was greeted by a barrage of snowballs. More police were called and three more police cars and a paddy wagon arrived on the scene a short while afterward. The paddy wagon had to be driven full gain and spotlighted from Baker House. This was stopped when some of the police entered the dormitory and went to the room. The result ended about when a truck descended the snow barrier, at which point everyone went west. This was about 11:30 a.m.

Evaluation Comm
Submit Report On
Field Day Changes

The Field Day Evaluation Committee has solicited its final report as a result of weekly meetings beginning before field day, discussions in several student organizations, correspondence with other schools, and observation of Field Day itself. The purpose of the report is to make recommendations concerning the conduct of field day and the connected events preceding it, including housing.

The committee has overwhelming opinion in favor of Field Day as a whole, with little feeling that it should be radically altered, and therefore recommends the cancellation of the present traditions regarding Field Day and the connected events preceding it, including housing.

Glare Fight Chanced
However, the committee recommends the incorporation of the following: avoidance of conflicts, and encouragement of those present to make the event a success.

1. All gloves shall be kept on the person of active participants in the fight. Gloves made of those worn on Memorial Drive are not as well considered as those worn on Memorial Drive.

2. Those active participants in the fight shall be as active and as active as those fighting in the middle of the Drive.